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Swiveling
Pages
by Risa gettler evans and edna wright

Making the Covers
1. Cut the two boards for the cover 5" x 6½". I used mat board, which
is easy to cut and works well for the inset. Cut two sheets of book
cloth to cover the boards 6½" x 8¼".

2. Trim art for the insert 2¾" x 3¼". Mark the inset on the front of
one of the boards.

5. Apply glue to the entire back of the book cloth and to the recessed
inset area of the cover board.
3. Use your craft knife to cut along your pencil guides for the inset,
cutting only part way into the board. Peel off layer(s) from the cover
board so the inset image will be flush with the surface of the board.

4. Mark position of the board on one piece of book cloth. The book
cloth should extend ¾" from each edge of the cover board.
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6. Next, place board on glued back of the book cloth with the inset
facedown. Use pencil guides to position it. Cut corners of the book
cloth from the corner of the board. Fold book cloth over board and
burnish down.

gallery

Noah’s Ark: Threshold of Passage. Risa Gettler Evans. 2008-2009. 20" x 20". Walnut ink, pastels, color pencils, watercolor, gouache,
graphite and gilding on Arches Text Wove. www.risagettler.com

Invest Wisely in Beauty. Yves Leterme. 2008.
Invest wisely in beauty; it will serve you all the days of your life.
Lettering was done with a pointed brush, then scanned, vectorized and enlarged
on film approximately 8 feet long that was pasted on a wall. It was meant to
decorate a wall on a promotional stand.
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The Second Coming. Dennis Ruud.
13" x 21". 2009. Ink, watercolor, gold
on gesso, on paper. This was a commission from my brother and his wife.
It took me quite a while to complete
(several months), as I had trouble
generating any good ideas about how
to present these extremely powerful
words of Yeats (and the less powerful
words of Rilke). I didn't want to end
up resorting to designing it around a
bunch of arcs, because it seemed such
a trite and overly-obvious contrivance....but in the end that's just what
I did. The letterforms were my laborious attempt to copy a letterform of
Donald Jackson's that I saw in one of
the books on The Saint John's Bible.

collaborative
woodblock books
by Trish Meyer, Photos by Chris Meyer

NINE

artists from the LIBROS study
group gathered in a printmaking studio for this collaborative book project. Each
artist carved two woodblocks and made enough
prints to share with the other participants. Each
artist then cleaned, decorated, and varnished her
woodblocks, and would use the woodcut blocks
for the front and back covers of the resulting book.
A quantity of 8" x 10", Shina plywood woodblocks were purchased so all the prints would be
the same size.
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The most common method for transferring
designs to the woodblocks was to use graphite
transfer paper. Alternatively, some artists drew
freeform or just carved an abstract image without
any drawn lines for a guide. For an intricate spiral
pattern, I printed my image using a laser printer
and then used a wood-burning tool to transfer the
pattern to the wood. The high heat releases the carbon toner surprisingly well. Whichever method you
use, just remember that whatever image appears
on the woodblock will be reversed when printed to

paper. Most of the artists had never carved a woodblock before. In the spirit of the group, those who
had experience were happy to demonstrate the
basics. With the proper implements – in this case,
a set of sharpened Japanese wood carving tools –
the Shina wood carved like butter.
Most artists used a brayer with Speedball waterbased inks for inking up the blocks, and all prints
were hand-printed with a baren. Esther Feske
printed a consistent black-and-white edition. The
other artists experimented with different colors

contemporary applications
of wheat paste on cloth
by Martha cole
Photos by Carolyn Pihach

Decomposition, interior. 2009. Unique artist's book. Interior sheets using wheat paste with collage, colored pencil, and hand lettering.

AS

a fabric artist, over the years I have
created book cloths for my artists’
books and limited edition projects. In the
process, I discovered that wheat paste is an
extraordinarily expressive medium. With
the addition of acrylic polymer medium
into the pastes, I have become even more
excited and now use this mix almost exclusively both for the interior and exterior surfaces of my artists’ books. I hope this article
will convince you to explore the potential of
wheat paste.
For centuries, water-based pigments
suspended in wheat paste have been used to
create a simple, inexpensive medium to decorate papers, often used as endpapers. Wheat
paste has also been used to impregnate cloth
to create the earliest historic examples of
book cloth. A wide range of recipes is available. Any of them can be used as the base for
wheat paste designs on cloth.
Traditional wheat paste recipes can be
divided into two basic categories: flourbased and wheat starch-based. Flour-based
pastes, more elastic and with a slight sheen
to the dried surface, are often preferred
by calligraphers for their smooth surface
when dry. Wheat starch is wheat flour from
which the protein has been removed. You
can substitute other starches, such as corn,
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potato or rice. The ratio of starch to water
may vary with each of these starches, as will
the resulting surface texture. Despite all
the variations, both wheat flour and wheat
starch pastes can be used interchangeably.
There are added advantages and expanded effects possible when acrylic polymer
medium is added to paste. Any wheat paste
recipe can be used as a base. When your
paste is ready, mix or extend this base with
up to 50% acrylic matte or gloss medium.
More than 50% can give a plastic feel to
the final book cloth. I rarely use more than
30% (1 part medium: 2-3 parts paste). The
amount depends on the consistency of your
paste and the decorative effects you wish
to achieve. Wheat paste with added acrylic
polymer medium can be used for both
paper decoration and for creating your own
wheat paste cloth for book covers.
The advantages to adding acrylic polymer
medium to your paste include:
The medium adds flexibility to the
wheat paste and prevents the surface from
crocking – a term used to describe the
tendency of dried wheat paste to crack and
then flake off when being handled.
The addition of medium to paste
results in crisp edges when fabric

or paper is turned or folded.
The acrylic base makes fabric
waterproof.
Acrylic polymer mediums are technologically sophisticated with added UV ray
protection for better lightfastness.
The medium makes the wheat paste
an ideal collage adhesive and expands the
range of collage materials that can be used.
The adhesive strength of polymer
medium combined with the flexibility of
cloth allows for the custom design of semirigid covers by using various weights and
combinations of paper and cloth.
Paste is not as attractive to bugs when
acrylic medium is added!
Caution
Acrylic products are formulated for
extra adhesive strength and are nonreversible. They are also designed to be
quick drying. Therefore, you must keep
your mixes and pastes covered while you are
working and make sure to clean your work
surface and brushes during and at the end
of each session.
Because of the strong adhesives in the
acrylics, there are a limited number of
surfaces you can work on. 

